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0. Introduction 
Let Z,, k=1,2,. . . , be independent and identically distributed random variables 
with P{& = 1) = cy, P{Z, =O} = /3 and P{Z, = -1) = y. Then X,,, defined by X,, = 
X”+C[,+ n Zk, gives the position of a particle describing a simple random walk 
starting at X0. Of considerable importance in many applications are the random 
variables ‘0, = maxk- ,,(Xk -X,,) and D,, = maxk +. )1 ]Xk - XJ, denoting the maximal 
one and two-sided deviation, respectively, of the particle from the starting point X,,. 
Our main concern is the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the distribution 
functions and of the moments under the condition X,, = X0. These questions are 
considered in Section 2 where we confine ourselves to the important case (-,r 
symmetrical probabilities Q! = y. To derive the corresponding asymptotic formulae 
we rely on a fundamental theorem due to Esseen and on the so-called Ffunction 
method conceived by de Bruijn. Our asymptotic results concerning the distribution 
functions of ’ D,, and D, comprise as special cases some well-known results due 
to Gnedenko [9] :ind Kemperman [l l]. As prerequisites some exact results 
generalizing some earlier results on random walks, ballot problems and the Kol- 
mogorov-Smirnov statistics had to be developed. This is done in Section 1 where 
the generalized trinomial coefficients allow a convenient treatment of the problems 
encountered. In Section 3 computational results are summarized. They show a very 
good agreement betwe,:n asymptotic and exact values even for small n. 
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1. Exact results 
Considering the random variable X,,, we are interested in the probabilities 
p( h, m, I, n) gives the probability that a particle obeying a random walk with 
absorbing barriers at h and -m, h, m a 0, reaches the state I, -m s IS h, when it 
started from state 0. The definition of p( h, m, l, n) shows that touching the barriers 
is admissible and the particle is absorbed only if it crosses them. Following Barton 
and Mallows this type of absorption could be termed weak sense absorption [2]. 
tet &,.Jy) be the probability generating function of p( h, rn, I, n), i.e. 
hn,.,(Y) = c P(h, m 6 dY"* 
n -0 
(1) 
Considering all those points (n - 1, k), -m d k G h, from which the point (n, I) can 
be reached by the next step we are led to the following system of recurrences: 
X 
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(2) 
-1-o denote the matrix of the above system let us introduce the symbol Al,+,,Jy). 
Accordingly, any matrix of this kind with k + 1 rows will be denoted by A&). 
t xpanding 1 An{ ?)I yields 
/A,, + ?I ,,)I - ( 1 - @4/p.,, t , (_v,[ + uyy’\A,,(>~!l= 0,
(3) 
IA ,(y,(= 1. tA,(y)l= 1 -Py. 
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Solving this recurrence one obtains the exphcit expression 
1 
IA,(y)( =2”,_2((1_By)Z_4ayyZ~:,2{[(1 -PY)+((1-pY)“-4arY2)“21”+2 
-[(l -py>-((1 -py)2-4ayy2)“2]“+2} 
=& & (2nk=21)(1 -pY)“+‘-Wl -py)2-4qy2)k* 2 (4) 
The polynomials IA, ( y)J are, in a certain sense. generalizations of the Fibonacci 
polynomials, which are naturally connected with path counting, when only two 
directions are allowed. Indeed, putting (Y = y = 1, p =O, ]Anm2( y”‘)] is the nth 
Fibonacci polynomial. Applying Cramer’s rule to the system (2) we obtain, with 
P=aI% 
$A m,(y) = (*y)""2p"2y'l' 
IAm-w,+1,,2( YN . ~LI-~I~I+w(Y)~ 
7 . 
lAn+d Y)I ’ 
(51 
which by the substitution y = u/(cyv*+/3v + y) equals 
(/1/+1)/2 
hm,ri Y) = !?---- 
v,l/ crv2+pv+y(l_(pv~)“+l-‘l’l-‘)/2)(~_(pv2)h+l-(l~/+~~/2) 
Y 1 -pLJ2 
I_ (pv2) h+fn+2 
(61 
Hence, from Cauchy’s integral theorem we get 
pt k m, 1, n) = $j 
7r I (O*) h;$Y) dy V 
1 =- 
I 
((I,) vl~l(av2+pv+ y)“(l _(pv2)“+‘-(111-~~/2)(1 _(pv2)h+‘-(l’I+‘)/2) 
27ri * U~I+1(~_(Pv2)h+~n+2) 
dv. (7) 
Now we are able to give an explicit expression for p(h, m, 1, n), summarized in the 
following 
Theorem 1 
(8) 
where H = m + h + 2 and the so called generalized trinomial coeficients (‘I’ “r;“‘ ) are 
defirzed by 
r; %“’ ‘) =[vk](av2+pv+y)n, 
and [v k JP( vi denotes the coeflcient of vk in P(v). 
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Proof. Expanding (1 - (PU’)“+‘~+’ )- ’ the result follows from (7) by use of the 
generalized ta inomial coeficients. Cl 
The coeficients occuring in Theorem 1 are connected to the ordinary multinomial 
coefficients ( (1. z. <.) by 
C’lcarlyq (a. I!;;;,‘. l/2 ) = 2 “(i) and the probability that an unrestricted path with 
three directions and arbitrary probabilities leads from (0,O) to (n, I) can be given by 
P{X,, = 0. x,, = f} = (“;;z y). (11) 
Hence the probability that a path from (0,O) to (11, I), 15 It, violates a weak sense 
barrier at h 30 is 
P(X(, = 0. X,, = I, xk > h for some k E [0, n]} = p’*+I 
n; % P, Y 
n+l-2(h+l) 
(12) 
which immediately follows from AndrC’s mirror principle, where the probabilities 
(I and y have to be interchanged in the reflected part of the path. So Theorem 1 
alternatively could be obtained by the method of repeated reflections (cf. [8, p. 961). 
Specializing now to the case h = nl and introducing the notation I_‘(/?, 1, n) = 
pC h. k. !. tt J we get as a simple consequence of Theorem 1 
p(h, 1. n)= C (-l)Ap”‘““l t1; cy,p. y 
*. z > n+l-2h(h+l) . 
If. on the other hand, we specialize to m -+ W, we get 
(13) 
(l-5) 
where I)‘4 Ct. I. n i denotes lim,,, _X p( h, tn. I. tt). Clearly, (14) could be obtained by 
Gmplc reflection arguments as well. Now we have compiled enough facts to give 
tht: dckcd rcsuk concerning the random variables ‘II,, and D,,. So we have 
fc~ ,til pc*rrtivLB f 1. I 15) rrriti ( 16) Callow immediately from ( 13) and ( 13). Considering 
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the moments we are led to 
E(‘D%iIX,, =X0}= C [ms-(m-l)s]pm 
maI 
(17) 
and 
E{DS,IX,=Xo)=2 C d,(m)p’” 
rn* I 
(“; “;,“’ ‘) 
(18) 
where the arithmetical functions d,(m) are defined by 
d,(m) = c [k” - (k - l)“]. 
klm 
For the classical ballot case p = 0, + Dz,, and DZn correspond to the test statistics 
of the one and two sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test with equal sample 
sizes n under the null hypothesis, and (151 and (16) essentially gilie the rrzlated 
distribution functions (cf. e.g. [4,5,6]). 
2. Asymptotic results 
The present section is organized in two parts. First we deal with the random 
variable “D,,, the one sided deviation, and derive asymptotic formulae for P{‘D,* 2 
H 1 X,, = 0) and the corresponding moments. The second part is devoted to the same 
questions concerning the random variable D,,, i.e. the two sided deviation. 
Lemma 1. For all F > 0, 
(v$43-J/( t?; y?‘“) 
= 1+- 
[ 
A 1 
12N iL’-m+48N’ & 
c 
zP+ 
2B--3SC 
L-% + 
15 
-2B-WiT 
2 
+3B--MC 
--- L 
2 
e ‘,+ R(N~-5’1, hf, F) 
ns t1-+=, ~~zerr~=~un,A=l-~a,B=1-30a+120c~~,~’=1-12cu+36a’,L= 
Hz/N 
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and 
R(N-k, H, + o(N-k) if H < N”LfF, 
O(N-“) forallm>O ifHzN”‘+‘. 
Proof. Follows from a fundamental result due to Esseen, concerning lattice distribu- 
tion [7, p. 631. Cl 
aeorem 2. For all E > 0 and n --, 00 we have 
P{+D,,a HIXn=Xtr} 
2B-35C 
15 
L.‘+-2B+ 17C 
2 
L’+ 
3B- 16CL e_L )1 2 ._ 
+ R(N- 5’2, H, E). 
Proof. The theorem follows from (15) and Lemma 1. Cl 
Observe that Theorem 2 covers a result due to Kemperman [l l] and an earlier 
result of Gnedenko [9] as special cases. Let us now introduce the functions 
r,(N)= 1 ms exp( -m’/ N). (19) 
I?1 > I 
By means of the r,(N) functions the moments of ‘I_?,, can be written as 
+O(N(“-‘)“+F), (20) 
where a weaker version of Theorem 2 was used. The O-term is obtained by summing 
over the corresponding error terms. The error produced by extending the range of 
summation to infinity by use of the r,(N) functions is 0( N “‘) for all nl > 0 and 
covered by the given error term. 
Lemma 2. The asymptotic behavior of rh( N ), s = 0, 1.2, . . . , defined by ( 19) can be 
s iescribed b:, 
r,(N 1 = 
m I (-1)k 
;1‘(;(s+l))N”+“/2 &T<(-2k-s)N ’ 
+ 0( N “I 1 for all m > 0 as II--) oc\. 
Proof. The above expansion could he obtained by Euler’s summation formula. We 
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prefer to use the so called r-function method (cf. [12, p. 1311). Starting from the 
we&known formula 
c+icr: 
e 
-X 1 =- 
2lrri I 
T(z)x-‘dz, c>O, ~0, 
c-i00 
and observing that 
c k” -={(z-s), krl k’ 
we find 
N’T(z)5(22-s) dr, 
where now c > i(s+ 1). By the cited method it can be shown that the line of 
integration can be shifted to the left as far as we please if we only take the residues 
into account, yielding an error of O(N-‘“) for all m > 0, only. At z = $(s + 1) we 
have a simple pole with residue $r( (s + 11)/2) N’S+1”2, due to Riemann’s &-function. 
,4t z= -k, k=O,l,... , .there are simple poles with residues (- l)k<(-2 k - s) 
XNWk/ k!, caused by the poles of the r-function. Summing up gives an asymptotic 
series for r.JN). Cl 
So we are led to 
r,,(N)=$(J;;N”‘-l)+O(N-“I), (21) 
l-3*5* -** (s-l) 
3”/2 
N’S+ 1 b/2 + 0( ,-“I) fors=2,4,6 ,..., 
r,(N) = 
L 
n1 -’ (-l)k(-B,,+,+,) 
(22) 
!N’“’ 1 )/‘+ 1 
k=O k!Nk(2k+s+l) 
+O(N-“‘) fors=l,3,5 ,..., 
as N -+ 00, where & denotes the k-th Bernoulli number. Returning to our original 
problem about the conditional moments of “O,, we now can state the following 
Theorem 3 
E{+D,,IX,, =X,,}=;&-; -$v&ij+o(n-l+F), 
E{+ D;, IX,, =x(,}=~*-/J;l;r;;+~+o(~-‘/21’), 
E{ + 0% ; xn = X,,} = 
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ford&>0 asn+m. 
Proof. The results immediately follow from (20) and Lemma 2. q 
To obtain asymptotic formulae for P{ D,, 2 H 1 X, =X0} it will show convenient o 
introduce the functions s,(t), s:(t), 
s,(t) = c (_l)A+lhZr e-A’nr 9 (23 
r\=l’3 ._.. . . . . 
s:(t)= C P e-A’““J”, r=O, 1,2,. . . . (24) 
A = 1.3.5.. 
Clearly, the following relations hold: 
Sr+lW =d(s,(t)y, s;+,(t) =4t’(sf(t))‘. 
75 n 
By Jacobi’s Theta transformation it is possible to establish a relation between the 
s, and SF functions, which is given in 
Lemma 3. For r = 0, 1,2, . . . , we have 
s ttj (-0’ d’ 1 
r =Tz (2-t +5$(t)). 
Proof. As ;3 consequence of the Theta Transformation (cf. e.g. [ 14, p. 4741) we have 
i exp(-A+) = + exp(-h%/t), 
A= P ‘+ 5. , 
which could also be obtained by Poisson’s summation formula. Hence 
2sJ 1) = 2f--‘q( t) _ 1_ 
which is our assertion t’or r - -0. Lemma 3 now follows from (23) and (24) by 
induction on r. 3 
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+-2B+17CL,s L 
2 “G 0 
+3B-16C 
2 
+o(N-5’2). 
By Lemma 3, a dual version can be given: 
P{ o,a H 1 X, = X0} 
CT8 L 
+ 1536L4 ” ; ( )I1 
+ 0( N-5’2), 
271 
(25) 
(26) 
where A, B, C, L are used according to Lemma I. 
Proof. (25) follows from (16) by Lemma 1 and an application of the s,-functions. 
(26) is obtained from (25) by Lemma 3. The O-term is easily seen by using a 
stronger version of Lemma 1 and confining to an O( NV9”)-term after 
summation. q 
Putting cy =i in (26), Gnedenko’s and Kemperman’s results for symmetrical 
barriers follow (cf. [9, p. 6611, [ll, p. 4561). Note that the computation of numerical 
values for the s, and SF functions poses no problems. For large values of t, (25) 
should be used. If, on the other hand, one is interested in small values of L, the 
dual version (26) is preferable. Choosing the appropriate representation, depending 
on L, and confining con:lderation to the first three terms only, an accuracy of at 
least lWh is achieved. 
Let us now investigate the asymptotic behavior of the moments of D,,. The main 
tools in this analysis are the g&V) functions, defined by 
&.AW = C d,,(k)k’ exp(-k’/N). 
h -1 
These are due to Kemp [lo] and constitute generalizations of the functions g,,( RI) 
introduced in [3], with which they coincide for s = 1. The g,,, functions are the 
analogues of the r, functions for the present problem. Their asymptotic equivalents, 
used in the following theorem, were derived in [lo], again by the I’-function method, 
and were also used in [ 131. 
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Theorem 5. Let N = WI. Then we have, for all E > 0 as n --) 00, 
E{D:lXn =X0} =x d N-A In 2Nli2+; 
l-6cU _-~,$+O(,-i/2+‘), 
72 
E(DzlX,, =X0}=&J(3)N3/*-d 7t2N+&ln 2N’j2 
-& (l-6a)J7;~(3)N”2+O(n’). 
For s 3 4, the following general formula applies: 
E(D;IX,,=:X,,}= 
+O(n (s--3)/2+F ). 
Var{D,JX, =X,)}= $(h 2J2 
) 
N+&+F 4 (ln 25) 
Proof. Starting from (18) and using a weaker version of Theorem 2, we have, for 
all E > 0, 
E-{u:,lx,, = X,,} = 2 c d.,(m) 1 + 
1?1 -!
[ ~(~-3~~)e-‘“ilN+R(N-““, 171, ,)] 
-4 x L&(m) 1+ 
rnzll 
[ 
which, b,y use of the gbqs functions, can be written as 
A 
4g0.s ( N) - - 4N2 gz.s(N) + 
A 
7 gdN1 12N- 
A JA 
-4!g~,(N/4)-~3 g:.,(N/4)+3 g~,,(N/4)]+O(n’” V3ri7+f In n), 
and the result follows after some manipulations. It only remains to obtain the error 
term. Splitting the range of summation according to 1 G h < N’ “-tp. N1”+‘s h, 
respectively. we have, for all E > 0, m > 0, 
(27) 
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as N-,w. Now, 
= 0(NS’2+E In N), 
by an elementary result due to Dirichlet (cf. e.g. [l]). The second sum on the right 
hand side of (27) is negligible, being only 0( N-“) for all m > 0, and the O-term 
follows. The In N in the error term may be omitted by incorporation into N”. Cl 
3. Computational results and concluding remarks 
In the following tables computational results are summarized, where asymptotic 
(as.) and exact (ex.) values are compared. The asymptotic values for P{‘O, 2 h 1 X,, = 
X0} were calculated using Theorem 2 and the corresponding moments using Theorem 
3. For Dnr Theorems 4 and 5, respectively, were used. 
Table 1 
P{+D,~h~x”=X~,},cu=~ 
h n=lOO n=SO n=20 n= 10 
ex. as. ex. as. 
1 0.970661 0.970661 
2 0.887685 0.887685 
3 0.7h4784 0.764784 
4 0.620655 0.620655 
5 0.474364 0.474364 
6 0.3LIl364 0.341364 
8 0.147373 0.147373 
10 0.04.9786 0.049786 
12 0.013107 0.013107 
14 0.002675 0.002675 
16 0.00042 1 0.00042 1 
0.942590 0.942590 
0.789224 0.789225 
0.586625 0.586625 
0.386670 0.386671 
0.225675 0.225675 
0.116390 0.116390 
0.021135 0.021135 
0.002251 0.002252 
0.000135 0.000135 
ex. as. ex. as. 
0.865250 0.865252 0.755613 0.755652 
0.558746 0.558753 0.318329 0.318313 
0.266682 0.266678 0.068692 0.068646 
0.092429 0.092422 0.006143 0.006192 
0.022613 0.022618 0.0001 12 o.oOcw~7 
0.003736 0.003740 
Table 2 
-___- 
II 
____- - 
E{ + D” ) x,, = X0} Var{+ I),, 1 X,, = X,,} 
a=: (pf a=; Q = _‘i 
-- 
CX. as. t?X. as. ex. as. t?X. as. 
4 0.8333 0.8316 0.5789 0.5713 0.4772 0.4829 0.3490 0.3546 
10 1.5317 1.5312 1.1489 1.1484 1.1220 1.1267 0.7781 0.7838 
20 2.3377 2.3375 1.8099 1.8097 2.1973 2.1997 1.4963 1.4992 
SO 3.9533 3.9533 3.1316 3.1316 5.4177 5.4187 3.6440 3.64S2 
100 5.7823 5.7822 4.6262 4.6262 10.7833 10.7837 7.22;3 7.2219 
200 8.3734 8.3733 6.7428 6.7428 21.5136 21.5138 14.3750 14.3753 
- 
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” =
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